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Simulation of boundary condition influence in a second-order ferroelectric
phase transition
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Using a two-dimensional Ginzburg–Landau model and the finite-element computational method,
we have calculated stable domain configurations resulting from a second-order ferroelectric phase
transition for a finite-sized system. The boundary conditions applied here correspond to fully charge
compensated situations, either by surface electrodes or by the injection of charges~or defects! near
the sample surface. The domain wall thickness of a finite system without surface electrodes was
found to become thinner as it approaches sample surfaces. This is distinctively different from that
of an infinite system for which a planar wall assumption can be used. The orientation of the
macroscopic polarization of a finite system without surface electrodes was found to be determined
by its aspect ratio. A size effect was observed when all the dimensions were reduced simultaneously.
The relaxation process in the formation of domains and the switching process have also been
simulated for charge neutral boundary conditions using a time dependent Ginzburg–Landau model.
The simulation results verified that the surfaces are the favored nucleation sites for domain
switching. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~99!02522-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many physical properties of technologically importa
materials are determined by mesoscopic structures, suc
domains and domain walls. For example, it has been de
mined experimentally that 70% of the dielectric and piez
electric contribution in ferroelectric materials can be attr
uted to domain related activities.1,2 An understanding of the
formation processes of such mesoscopic structures is th
fore crucial for designing and engineering better active m
terials. A great deal of effort has already been invested in
area, including first principle calculations, analytical a
proaches, and computer simulations,3–7 and some notable
successes have been achieved. However, analytical solu
are generally limited to quasi-one dimensional~1D! solu-
tions, and most simulations have used periodic bound
conditions for reasons of computational efficiency. Wh
these procedures may be appropriate when dealing with
large systems, the growing trend towards making smaller
smaller particles and thin films provides new challenges
particular, size effects have attracted more and more at
tion in the past few years due to the fast growing field of th
films and microelectromechanical devices. Static analy
using an isotropic surface layer for particles and a o
dimensional model for thin films have been carried out
several authors for ferroelectrics.8–11

An established way of treating finite sized materials
simulation studies is to use layered vacuum–materi

a!Electronic mail: caomath.psu.edu
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vacuum composites and periodic boundary conditions. T
periodic boundary conditions allow the use of computatio
efficient fast Fourier transform techniques. While this a
proach may be appropriate to approximate free bound
conditions if the volume of the vacuum region is sufficien
large, it cannot describe practical situations in which exter
boundary conditions are prescribed. For this reason, it is n
essary to explore models that allow the direct application
external boundary conditions and numerical methods
make the computation size manageable. In this article
have used scale normalization and the finite-element me
in an effort to simulate domain formation in a finite ferro
electric system with high computational efficiency. We foc
on the effects of surfaces in a finite system under prescri
boundary conditions. In order for the problem to be w
posed, full electric charge compensation is assumed, w
can be achieved either through surface electrodes or by
jection of charges~or the distribution of charged defects! to
neutralize the polarization gradient near the sample surfa

The time evolution of the domain pattern under specifi
boundary conditions was also investigated using a tim
dependent Ginzburg–Landau~TDGL! theory.12 A variable
time-step integration technique was used that allows the
ergy minima to be obtained efficiently. In this technique, t
time step was increased by several orders of magnitud
the system approached equilibrium. Without prescribed
larization at the surfaces, a single domain state was foun
be the global energy minimum, as expected, since dom
walls contain positive energy and will be driven out of th
9 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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system without surface pinning. Because there is no depo
ization energy for the neutralized system, multidomain sta
can exist only with prescribed polarization at the boundar
For the case of charge injection near the surface region,
larization became geometry dependent and the aspect
was found to break the orientational degeneracy of the
tem due to the gradient energy. Our model does not invo
the introduction of a surface layer; the surface effect is
trinsic and anisotropic.

In this preliminary exploration, we did not include th
strain coupling in order to isolate the effects of electric
boundary conditions. The model system has a square to
angular phase transition@which may also be used to describ
the tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transition in a thr
dimensional ~3D! system with the tetragonal dimensio
fixed#, and a square to rhombic transition.

An outline of this article is as follows. In Sec. II w
introduce the model, in Sec. III we discuss the effects
boundary conditions on the formation of domains in equil
rium states, and in Sec. IV we discuss the time evolution
domain processes.

II. GINZBURG–LANDAU MODEL FOR
SQUARE–RECTANGULAR AND SQUARE–RHOMBIC
FERROELECTRIC PHASE TRANSITIONS

The model system we investigated is a two-dimensio
~2D! analog of the perovskite structure with the positive a
negative ions sitting at the center and corner of a square
cell, respectively. The symmetry of the high temperat
paraelectric phase is square. We assume that the system
dergoes a proper second-order ferroelectric phase trans
so that the system can be described by a fourth-o
Ginzburg–Landau theory. Using the polarization as the or
parameter, the free energy density for a second-order p
transition can be written as

f 5a1~P1
21P2

2!1a11~P1
21P2

2!21a12P1
2P2

2

1d1F S ]P1

]x1
D 2

1S ]P2

]x2
D 2G1d2S ]P1

]x1
D S ]P2

]x2
D

1d3F S ]P1

]x2
D 2

1S ]P2

]x1
D 2G , ~1!

where only the first coefficienta15a0(T2Tc)(a0.0) is
temperature dependent; all the other coefficients are assu
to be independent of the temperature. Unlike previously p
posed models, the gradient energy in Eq.~1! is anisotropic.

Minimizing the free energy density described by Eq.~1!
gives three types of stable homogeneous solutions as l
below.

A. Solution 1

For temperatureT.Tc ,(a1.0) a paraelectric solution
exists for which

P15P250. ~2!

The symmetry of this paraelectric state is square.
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B. Solution 2

For temperatureT,Tc(a1,0), if a11.0 anda12.0, a
rectangular ferroelectric phase is stable, and has four v
ants: (6PR,0) and (0,6PR), where the spontaneous pola
ization PR is given by

PR5A2a1

2a11
. ~3!

The symmetry of this low-temperature state is rectangula

C. Solution 3

For temperatureT,Tc(a1,0), if a11.0 and 24a11

,a12,0, a rhombic ferroelectric phase is stable. It also h
four variants: (6PRh ,6PRh), with the spontaneous polar
ization component,PRh , given by

PRh5A 2a1

4a111a12
. ~4!

In order to compute an inhomogeneous static solut
belowTc , one needs to solve the Euler equations,2,3,13that in
this case are two coupled second-order nonlinear partial
ferential equations of the following form:

2d1P1,111d2P2,2112d3P1,22

52a1P114a11~P1
21P2

2!P112a12P1P2
2, ~5a!

2d1P2,221d2P1,1212d3P2,11

52a1P214a11~P1
21P2

2!P212a12P2P1
2. ~5b!

Under a quasi-1D approximation, these equations can be
duced to two coupled ordinary differential equations whi
could be addressed by the method given in Refs. 4 and 14
this article, however, we will directly solve this set of parti
differential equations using the finite-element method~see
the Appendix! with several prescribed boundary condition

For demonstration purposes we only study the case
a12.0, for which the rectangular phase is stable. The cas
a12,0 has a very similar physical appearance if one rota
the coordinate system 45°. For generality, Eq.~5! is con-
verted into dimensionless form by making the following su
stitutions:

S P1

P2
D5PRS u

n D , ~6!

S x1

x2
D5A d1

2aa1
S j
h D , ~7!

wherea(.0) is a dimensionless scaling factor included he
to give the flexibility to adjust the strength of the gradie
energy with respect to that of the Landau energy. In additi
we define three new dimensionless coefficients specify
the anisotropy of the gradient energy and the coupl
strength between different polarization components,

b5a
d2

2d1
, ~8a!
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c5a
d3

d1
, ~8b!

and

d5
a12

2a11
. ~8c!

The final dimensionless form of Eq.~5! is

aujj1bnjh1cuhh52u1u31~11d!un2, ~9a!

anhh1bujh1cnhh52n1n31~11d!nu2. ~9b!

For a given system, the gradient coefficientsa, b, andc
may be determined by inelastic neutron scatter
experiments,14,15while the nonlinearity coefficient,d, can be
obtained from measurements of the nonlinear dielec
constant.16 In the current 2D model system, we will invest
gate a particular set of normalized constants to provide
general trend of the solutions. For any specific material
could apply the procedure described in this article to obt
the inhomogeneous solutions after determining these pa
eters from experiments.

The coupled partial differential equations, Eqs.~9a! and
~9b!, were solved using the finite-element method descri
in the Appendix. Nine node quadrilateral elements were u
in our calculations and the density of the elements in a
given direction reflects the real dimension in that directio
The dimensions of the system were normalized to 1 so
the computational procedure could be applied to any s
through a scaling factor. The scaling factor was also use
convert the simulation results back to the original dime
sions after the problem was solved in the normalized syst

III. EFFECTS OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE
FORMATION OF DOMAIN STATES

A. Surface electrodes versus charge injection

The natural boundary conditions arising in the finit
element solution technique correspond to a system with
face electrodes that is short circuited during the phase t
sition. The depolarization field is screened by the free cha
so that the magnitude of the polarization can be maintai
as a constant throughout the sample. Under this circ
stance, a monodomain state is the global energy minimu17

Our model simulation quickly converges to such a sin
domain state. The initial guess used when solving Eq.~9!
was generated by the time-dependent model describe
Sec. IV.

The boundary conditionP–n50 corresponds to the situ
ation of charge injection~or charged defect concentration!
near the surface region. This case reflects many realistic
ations in which a surface layer develops with reduc
polarization.8–11 We found a strong aspect ratio effect wh
this boundary condition was applied. The polarization of
stable configuration was always parallel to the long dim
sion. In other words, the dimensional difference breaks
symmetry degeneracy of the two pairs of solutions under
boundary condition. Only at the critical aspect ratio of 1
all four possible solutions~with orientation^10&! have equal
chances of forming.
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The implication of this result is that the natural state f
a free standing thin film without surface electrodes sho
have polarization lying in the plane, although the net pol
ization would still be zero due to the in-plane random orie
tation. We must emphasize that this conclusion is only t
for a free standing film, otherwise, the polarization orien
tion will be determined by the constraints originating fro
lattice constant mismatch between the film and the substr
which is beyond the scope of this model system.

B. Size effects in a single domain system with P.n 50
boundary conditions

Size effects become increasingly important as mate
systems become smaller and smaller. Many experimenta
sults showed that material properties degrade as the
decreases.18–23 To determine this size effect, we used
square system of sizeL3L and continuously reduced th
value ofL. The net effective polarization is shown in Fig.
A critical size is clearly shown in the computational resu
although the actual value of the critical size depends on
terial parameters, particularly on the gradient coefficien
Our results are similar to those reported earlier by introd
ing an isotropic surface layer with reduced polarization11

The difference is that we did not make the assumption o
surface layer, but, rather, incorporated the gradient ani
ropy and boundary conditions. Our model predicts stro
size effects only when all the dimensions are being redu
at the same time. If the reduction is only in one of the
mensions, such as in thin films, the polarization can still
formed in the other larger dimension unless a reduced po
ization layer is introduced.

Generally speaking, this critical size is directly related
the strength of the nonlocal interaction of the polarizatio
i.e., the amplitude of the polarization gradient coefficients

C. Twin structures and their size dependence

Under the quasi-1D approximation, a single twin so
tion can be derived using the method described in Refs

FIG. 1. Reduced effective polarization near surfaces causes a size e
There is a critical size at which the effective polarization vanishes. T
parameters used in the calculations area5b5c50.05 andd53.
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and 14 for infinite systems. Here, we study a finite syst
with surface electrodes at the top and the bottom surfa
and prescribe the polarization on the two side surfaces.
180° twin and 90° twin solutions are shown in Figs. 2 and
respectively. In order to compare them with the quasi-
solutions of Ref. 4, we look at the solution along the midd
of the vertical dimension in the 2D structure~maximum do-
main wall width!. The contour lines in Figs. 2 and 3 repr
sent the position where the polarization amplitude h
reached 79%@ 5tanh(1)# of its maximum value. We take th
region in between the two contour lines as the ‘‘doma
wall.’’ One can see that the domain wall thickness for t
90° twin decreases as it approaches the top and bottom
faces. The corresponding parameters used for the simula
are given in the Figs. 2 and 3 captions.

The results imply that the quasi-1D assumption~plane
wall assumption! is inadequate if the systems is very sma
As shown in Fig. 3, the symmetry inside a 90° wall is low

FIG. 2. Equilibrium configuration of a 180° twin with top and bottom su
faces electroded and the left and right boundaries being prescribed wit
boundary condition of61 for the vertical component and zero for the ho
zontal component, respectively.

FIG. 3. 2D system with the dimensions parallel to@11# and @ 1̄1#. The
equilibrium configuration of a 90° twin is obtained with the top and botto
surfaces electroded and the left and right boundaries prescribed with
boundary condition of the polarization pointing to@10# and @01# directions,
respectively~45° with respect to the surface orientations!. The contour lines
illustrate the change of domain wall width from the center to the top
bottom surfaces.
es
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than that of the single domain regions, and the direction
the polarization at the center of the domain wall is along
diagonal direction of the unit cell~i.e., 45° from the single
domain regions!. In Fig. 4 we plot the domain wall thicknes
measured at the center of the simulated systems versu
gradient coefficient~for convenience, we have set aa5b
5c) while keeping all the other parameters fixed. T
dashed line is the square root relationship predicted by
1D model, and the dots are our computational results. O
can see that the simulation results agree well with the
analysis even when the wall thickness reached 50% of
system size. The deviation for the large gradient coeffici
is caused by the boundary constraints to the domain wa

IV. RELAXATION IN DOMAIN FORMATION AND FIELD
INDUCED SWITCHING PROCESS

A time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau model can prov
information about the time evolution of domain formatio
from a quenched state belowTc . The TDGL used here is a
relaxation equation for a nonconserved order parameter,
responding to model A described by Hohenberg a
Halperin.12 Simulations using periodic boundary condition
have revealed that the domain coarsening slows down c
siderably upon approaching equilibrium.6,7 In order to simu-
late a finite system in direct space within a realizable ti
scale without having to invoke the periodic boundary con
tion, we used a variable time-step scheme that is describe
the Appendix. The computational efficiency of this meth
allows us to perform real space finite size simulations and
explore the effects of boundary conditions.

The master equation used here is of the same form
model A described in Ref. 12:

]Pi

]t
52G

dF

]Pi
1R~r ,t !1GEi , ~ i 5 l,2!, ~10!

whereG is the kinetic coefficient,F is the volume integration
of Eq. ~1!, R(r ,t) represents the Gaussian random noise,
Ei is the external electric field.

he

he

d

FIG. 4. Dependence of the domain wall thickness on the amplitude of
gradient coefficients. We chosea5b5c for convenience to compare thes
results with that of 1D models. The dashed line is the square-root rela
ship obtained from a 1D model.
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When carrying out the simulation,R(r ,t) @,1024], was
only used for initiating the nucleation process at the beg
ning from a paraelectric state, and was neglected at l
stages because it does not affect the ultimate equilibr
states. Using a normalized timet and a frequencyV defined
by

t522a1Gt, ~11!

V5
v

22a1G
, ~12!

and substituting the dimensionless variables and coeffici
defined by Eqs.~6!–~8!, we can derive the normalized gov
erning equations for the temporal evolution of the norm
ized polarization under an external AC electric field.

u,t5au,jj1bn,jh1cu,hh1u2u32~11d!un2

2ej cos~Vt!, ~13a!

n,t5an,jj1bu,jh1cn,hh1n2n32~11d!nu2

2eh cos~Vt!, ~13b!

wheree5E/(22a1PR) is the amplitude of the dimension
less form of the external electric field.

Figure 5 shows the domain formation process withP.n
50 boundary conditions from a quenched state belowTc .
The simulation was initiated from a small amplitude rando
disturbance. Because the amplitude is too small to see a
beginning, we have multiplied the magnitude of the loc
polarization vectors by an amplification factor. For examp
the amplitude of the polarization vectors drawn in Fig. 5~d!
has been amplified 80 000 times. It is interesting to see
the amplitude of local polarization first shrank to almost ze
before re-nucleating into small clusters which grew in
many small domains. As the coarsening progressed,
dominant domains grew at the expense of the smaller o
The final equilibrium state was determined by the nucle
whose local polarization amplitude reached the equilibri
value first. In order to compare the efficiency of the varia
time step finite-element method used in our simulation,
define a unified dimensionless timeDt051023 as the unit.
Using this unit as a measure, the polarization evolution fr
Figs. 5~a!–5~f ! will take 42 000 time steps. While using th
variable time step method, it only took 140 variable tim
steps to reach the equilibrium state in Fig. 5~f !, and this
represents a tremendous saving of computational time.
time steps of both measures are given in the Fig. 5 capt

Figure 6 is another simulation sequence with surfa
electrode boundary conditions. In this case, the equilibri
was reached in 14 000 time steps in the unit ofDt0 , but our
simulation only required 110 variable time steps. It is imp
tant to point out that our simulation showed no size eff
with the electroded surfaces in terms of the polarization
this case. This is the main difference between our model
previous models, which assumed a surface layer with
duced polarization.

Letting V→0 in Eq.~13! we can simulate the quasistat
switching process. It is much easier to form nuclei of t
opposite domain near the surface region because of the
-
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fluence of the boundary conditions. In our model the switc
ing does not happen homogeneously in the whole sys
but, rather, nucleates at the surfaces and then progresse
the movement of domain walls. The time evolution of t
domain switching process for a 90° twin structure is illu
trated in Fig. 7. The net polarization of the twin was pointi
to the right before application of an electric field, which
opposite to the initial polarization direction. Two doma
walls formed near the left and the right surface regions at
beginning, then they moved toward each other and fina
annihilated one another in the middle of the structure, for
ing a reversed twin with the effective polarization pointing
the left~the field direction!. It is interesting to see that a swir

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the domain formation process from a random
a single domain state for theP.n50 boundary condition.~a! t50 and the
amplitude of the local polarization has been amplified 3333 times;~b! 30
variable time steps535Dt0 , and the amplitude of the local polarization ha
been amplified 20 000 times;~c! 35 variable time steps597Dt0 and the
amplitude of the local polarization has been amplified 20 000 times;~d! 40
variable time steps5350Dt0 , and the amplitude of the local polarization ha
been amplified 80 000 times;~e! 45 variable time steps51600Dt0 , and the
amplitude of the local polarization has been amplified 6667 times;~f ! 140
variable time steps542 000Dt0 and there was no amplification at the loc
polarization vectors. The parameters used in the simulation area50.045,
b50.055,c50.05,d52.5, ande50.
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pattern developed in Fig. 7~d!. Such a phenomenon can o
cur because our current model does not include elastic s
coupling. The walls are expected to be planar while mov
under the force of the electric field if the elastic constrai
are included.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A 2D ferroelectric model system has been investiga
using a finite-element technique combined with a varia
time step numerical scheme. The unique feature of
model is the introduction of the anisotropic gradient ene
which is compatible with the structural symmetry. We al
directly solved the coupled partial nonlinear different
equations rather than trying to reduce the problem to

FIG. 6. Time evolution of the domain formation process from a random
a single domain state for a system with shortened surface electrode~a!
t50 and the amplitude of the local polarization has been amplified 4
times; ~b! 35 variable time steps578Dt0 and the amplitude of the loca
polarization has been amplified 24 000 times;~c! 40 variable time steps
5230Dt0 and the amplitude of the local polarization has been amplifi
40 000 times;~d! 45 variable time steps5780Dt0 , and the amplitude of the
local polarization has been amplified 40 000 times;~e! 50 variable time
steps53300Dt0 and the amplitude of the local polarization has been am
fied 600 times;~f ! 110 variable time steps514000Dt0 , and there was no
amplification of the local polarization vectors. The parameters used in
simulationa50.06,b50.04, 0.05,d52, ande50.
in
g
s

d
e
r

y

l
e

dimension. Due to the high efficiency of the numeric
method, we were able to simulate both the equilibrium p
larization configuration and the temporal evolution of t
local polarization formation in a finite system with differe
boundary conditions. The simulation results agree well w
all the known facts for a second-order ferroelectric pha
transition, such as size effects, switching via surfa
nucleation–domain wall movement, and aspect ratio effe
In particular, we have demonstrated the temporal evolut
of domain formation and the switching process in a 90° tw
system.
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FIG. 7. Switching process of a 90° twin. The starting net polarization w
pointing to the right. The time steps are~a! 0; ~b! 80 variable time steps
5170Dt0 ; ~c! 140 variable time steps56200Dt0 ; ~d! 180 variable time
steps517 000Dt0 ; ~e! 280 variable time steps530 000Dt0 ; ~f ! 330 vari-
able time steps537 000Dt0 . The parameters used for the simulations a
a50.014, b50.01, c50.012, d52.0, and field amplitudee51022. The
switching process started at both surfaces on the left and right sides
propagates to the interior. Two domains walls form near the surfaces
they move toward each other until annihilation.
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APPENDIX

We used the finite-element code ENTWIFE24 to solve
the following coupled system of partial differential equatio
@see Eq.~13!# in a rectangular domainD:

u,t5au,jj1bn,jh1cu,hh1u2u32~11d!un2

2ej cos~Vt!, ~A1a!

n,t5an,jj1bu,jh1cn,hh1n2n32~11d!nu2

2eh cos~Vt!. ~A1b!

The code ENTWIFE incorporates sophisticated param
continuation capabilities and the ability to locate bifurcati
points at which qualitative changes in the solution set occ
making it particularly suitable to solve multiparameter pro
lems. The numerical bifurcation techniques implemented
the code have proven to be useful to study a wide rang
problems in fluid and other continuous systems.

In order to write Eqs.~A1a! and ~A1b! in a form to
which we can apply the standard finite-element appro
~see, e.g., Refs. 25 and 26!, it is convenient to introduce the
notation,

p5S u
n D ,x15j, x25h,

]

]x1
5

]

]j
,

]

]x2
5

]

]j
,

so that

p1.l5u,j and p2.25n ,h , etc.

First, consider the steady state problem without an ex
nal field. Letf„p… be a vector valued function,

f i~p!5api , j j 1bpj ,i j 1gpk,ki ~ i 51, 2!, ~A2!

wherek532 i with a summation over the repeated indexj
51, 2 ~but not overk!. Expanding Eq.~A2! using the origi-
nal variables we have

f„p…5S a~u,jj1u,hh!1b~u,jj1n,jh!1gn,jh

a~n,jj1n,hh!1b~u,jh1n,hh!1gu,jh
D

5S ~a1b!u,jj1~b1g!n,jh1au,hh

an,jj1~b1g!u,jh1~a1b!n,hh
D .

Defining a second vector-valued functiong„p… by

g„p…5S u2u32~11d!uv2

n2n32~11d!u2n D ,

the static problem without external field becomes

f„p…1g„p…50, ~A3!

provided constantsa, b, andg are related to constantsa, b,
andc as

a5c, b5a2c, g5b2c.

Let the boundary of domainD to be divided into two
parts,]D5]D11]D2 , whereu andn are specified on]D1 ,
i.e., p5q on ]D1 , and are not specified on]D2 .

We seek a solutionpPVq of Eq. ~A3! where Vq5

$p:pPH1(D),p5q on]D1%. Here H1(D) is the space of
vector functions defined onD whose function values and firs
derivatives lie inL2(D). In the usual way, we construct th
er

s,
-
n
of

h

r-

weak form of Eq.~A3! by taking the dot product of„f1g…
with a ~vector! test functionr , and requiring that the integra
of the dot product over the domainD vanishes for all test
functionsrPV0 , where

V0P$p:pPH1~D1!:p50 on ]D l%.

Summing over the repeated indexesi and j, notice that

a
]

]xj
~pi , j r i !1b

]

]xj
~pj ,i r i !1g

]

]xj
~pk,kr j !

5api , j j r i1bpj ,i j r i1gpk,k jr i1api , j r i , j1bpj ,i r i , j

1gpk,kr j ,i , ~A4!

wherek532 j .
By applying the divergence theorem in the plane,

E E
D
~api , j j r i1bpj ,i j r i1gpk,k jr j !djdz

5E
]D

~api , j r inj1bpj ,i r inj1gpk,kr jni !ds

2EE
D
~api , j r i , j1bpj ,i r i , j1gpk,kr j , j !djdz, ~A5!

where n is the outward surface normal. By including th
terms ing„p…, the weak form of the steady state equations

E E
V
$@p12p1

32~11d!p1p2
2#r 11@p22p2

32~11d!p2p1
2#r 2

2@api , j r i , j1bpj ,i r i , j1gpk,kr j , j #%djdz50. ~A6!

Since the test functionsr i , i 51,2 vanish on]D1 by con-
struction, the ‘‘natural’’ boundary conditions that apply o
]D2 arise from the requirement that the boundary integ
term in Eq.~A5! vanishes for all possible test functions. Th
natural boundary conditions on]D2 are, therefore,

ap1,jnj1bpj ,1n11gn1p2.250, ~A7a!

ap2,jnj1bpj ,2nj1gn2p1,150. ~A7b!

Rectangular elements with biquadratic interpolation w
used to construct finite-dimensional subspacesVq

h,Vq and
V0

h,V0 . The finite-element method seeks to determine
~finite-dimensional! function phPVq

h that satisfies Eq.~A6!
for all rhPV0

h .
A Gaussian quadrature was used to approximate

double integral in Eq.~A6! and the resulting nonlinear sys
tem of equations for the nodal degrees of freedom w
solved via Newton’s method. A direct method was used
solve the linear system at each Newton iteration.

The time-dependent problem in Eqs.~A1! can be written
as an initial value problem of the following form:

dp

dt
5h†p~ t !], tP~0,T! with p~0!5p0 . ~A8!
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In our simulation, the method of Byrne and Hindmarsh27

was used, which was designed for ‘‘stiff’’ initial value prob
lems of the form

dY

dt
5F@Y~ t !,t#, tP~0,T! with Y~0!5Y0 , ~A9!

whereF:RN3RI→RN is continuous and satisfies a Lipschi
condition. Solutions to stiff differential equations develo
over a wide range of time scales. Unlike fixed time-step
tegration techniques, the method of Byrne and Hindmars
a variable time-step method based on backward differe
formulas of the order 1–5. In such variable time-step me
ods, the interpolation knots of interpolating polynomia
must be distinct but they are otherwise arbitrary, allowi
considerable flexibility in the size of the time step. It h
changed six orders of magnitude during our calculations
equilibrium states.

An initial estimate for the solution at thenth time step,
yn0 is determined from prior solutionsyn2 i , (i 51,...,q), and
is subsequently corrected using the residual funct
yn02F(yn0 ,tn). The order of interpolationq and the stepsize
h are varied in response to estimates of local discretiza
error and user provided tolerances. The order of the met
q is restricted to change in steps of6 1 only.
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